ICE AURORA CONTRACT DETENTION CENTER
ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT
ELECTRONIC REQUEST

Date: 14 March 2022

Requested by: Alejandra Zepeda
Name: Operations Coordinator
Position: Operations Coordinator

Transmitted by: ICE Denver Field Office Executive Review Unit
Name: Alejandra Zepeda
Position: Operations Coordinator

Were electronic files sent?

YES ☑
No ☐

How many people are currently being cohorted/quarantined due to sickness?

Number of people currently cohorted/quarantined due to sickness: 32

FORMAL COUNTS: 2.8 V. A.

How many people were most recently formally counted in this facility?

Number of people most recently formally counted in the facility: 561

How many people formally counted in this facility describe themselves as the following gender?

Female: 17
Male: 544
Nonbinary: 0
Prefer not to say: 0
How many people formally counted in this facility describe themselves as transgender?

Number of people that describe themselves as transgender: 0

How many people have been brought into the facility this week?

Number of people brought into the facility this week: 243

How many people have left the facility this week?

Number of people who left the facility this week: 124

How many people and where did those who left the facility go?

Released into community: Unknown
Formally removed from the United States: Unknown
Moved to other facility: Unknown
Other ______________:

How many people are currently being housed in the Annex?

Number of people who are being housed in the Annex: 117

Female: 32
Male: 85

**COVID-19 CONFIRMED CASES***:    

New Cases this week:    

Total to date since March 30, 2020:

Individuals Housed in GEO Facility: 0 914
ICE Detainees: 32 732
ICE Employees: 0 2
GEO Employees: 1 220

**DOCUMENTS RECEIVED:**

Daily Kitchen Opening and Closing Checklists

RECEIVED ☑    NOT RECEIVED □

Daily Foods Production Service Records

RECEIVED ☑    NOT RECEIVED □

Temperature Logs

RECEIVED ☑    NOT RECEIVED □

Law and Leisure Library Logs

RECEIVED ☑    NOT RECEIVED □

Medical Staffing Update

RECEIVED ☑    NOT RECEIVED □

*All reports concerning infectious disease are confirmed with the Tri-County Health Department and/or the Aurora Fire Department

Version 1.3
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES:

Request for information Made March 9, 2022. All counts are accurate as of March 8, 2022.

KITCHEN DOCUMENTS
Opening/ closing checklists provided. See attached documents.

MEDICAL STAFFING
Johnny Choate, facility administrator, provides information on medical staffing. Staff is current as of March 8, 2022.

1 Health Services Administrator
1 Medical Doctor
2 Physician Assistants
2 Dentists
1 Dental Assistants
3 Medical Records Clerks
8 RN's
7 LPN's
2 Psychologists
1 Licensed Clinical Social Worker
1 X-Ray Technician
4 Telepsychiatrists

TEMPERATURE CHECKS
Logs provided, see attached documents

LAW LIBRARY
Logs are not attached to protect personal identifying information. Logs show usage of the law library by dorm. Usage ranged from 1 to 25 visitors during the provided opportunities. Logs indicate that dorms that did not use the library were either new intake dorms, on restriction, or detainees refused use. Logs are current as of March 8, 2022.

COVID 19 INFORMATION
Per the facility, there were zero new cases among ICE staff and one new case among GEO staff. They reported 28 new positive cases for ICE detainees.

Official COVID-19 statistics for "ICE Detainees Under COVID Monitoring" provided via ICE.gov are current as of March 9, 2022.

Statistics for "Total Individuals Housed in GEO Facility" and "GEO Staff" are verified via Aurora Fire Rescue and are accurate as of March 10, 2022.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
The GEO and ICE contract was renewed as an open-compete deal. It has been extended and implemented as of October 16, 2021.

The contract is in effect and services are being provided with a current Period of Performance of October 16, 2021 to October 15, 2022.